Abstract-In this paper we propose a cloud based interweave cognitive radio HetNets which combines gain of cloud based radio that is increased rate for cell edge users and better spectral efficiency of cognitive radio. Simulation results for limited feedback shows approximately 100 % increase in rate for primary while 300 % for secondary cell edge users with same outage in cloud over conventional cognitive radio network.
I. INTRODUCTION
An alternative approach to mitigate inter-cell interference is to coordinate transmissions from multiple base stations in socalled "network MIMO" or "distributed MIMO" or "CoMP" systems, Network MIMO was first proposed in 2005 with the goal of improving SINR in cellular systems to increase spectral efficiency via MIMO spatial multiplexing [1] . The concept of Cloud based radio network (C-RAN) is an excellent design for "distributed MIMO" or "CoMP" systems for reducing inter-cell interference [2] . Tools like stochastic geometry help to simulate rate and coverage of more practical networks in which cell sizes are irregular while base stations and users are distributed according to random Poissons Point Process distribution [3] , [5] . Cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication system that monitors the presence of the spectrum and utilizes it to improve spectral efficiency [6] .
SINR based outage probability analysis of primary and secondary has been done in [7] , in which secondary nodes are assumed to be synchronized and have used slotted ALOHA MAC (medium access control) protocol for scheduling their transmission to mitigate interference. Resource management and synchronization are still a design challenges for secondary nodes in cognitive radio system [8] - [9] .
Since lack of proper synchronization and resource management in secondary nodes affects performance of primary as well as secondary, we propose the cloud radio model for cognitive radio system with limited feedback to enhance interference mitigation and resource management. In HetNet configuration, secondary nodes are in much larger density than primary and collecting CSI from all secondary nodes within a cluster becomes impractical. HetNets transmit over small coverage area and hence the dominant interferers lie within a cell of interest, so we propose cell based cloud model for CoMP in secondary HetNets while cluster based cloud model for synchronization of all cell within a cluster. There is only one primary within a cell so we propose a cluster based cloud model for primary transmitters with separate cloud for CoMP and synchronization. We use stochastic geometry to analyze rate outage of a user located at the origin. Simulation results show primary and secondary cell edge users in the cloud getting approximately 100 % and 300 % increase in rate at same outage (0.05% on rate CDF curve), respectively, over conventional cognitive radio system with no CoMP.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present system model for a cluster and cell based cloud. In section III, we derive rate based outage using stochastic geometry framework. Results are given in Section IV followed by the conclusion and future scope in Section V. Figure 1 show, a cluster of heterogeneous network consisting of two combined networks modeled by homogeneous Poisson Point Processes (HPPPs), Primary base stations exhibits HPPP Φ P with intensities λ P while secondary base stations exhibits HPPP Φ S with intensities λ S such that (λ P λ S ), with spatial distribution along two dimensional plane.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Cell sizes are according to Voronoi tessellation, each cell have one primary base station (shown by star) and multiple secondary HetNets (shown by small dot). A typical user is assumed to be located at the center of the plane and the outage probability is calculated on typical user [3] . Nearest base stations from users of secondary and primary are assumed to be their tagged base stations [3] . Figure 2 show, secondary base stations within a cell are connected to cloud through optical fiber links. Base stations act like low power RRH i.e. HetNets, which transmit over a small coverage area. Figure 3 show, all secondary cell based cloud stations are connected to Secondary cluster based cloud station through optical fiber links. Figure 4 gives the transmission strategy of secondary BSs in terms of slots, each having a duration of T and this is divided into two consecutive time slots i.e., sensing and data transmission with durations of T S and T D , respectively. • Each secondary node senses busy spectrum with the help of received interference power on each RB from primary node.
• As secondary nodes are randomly distributed and have different SINR thresholds, so we assume that Secondary node sends its hard decisions to cell cloud.
Decision on Sensing of Resource Blocks
Cloud will collect hard decisions from all secondary nodes and perform decision according to following cases,
• There may be chance that two or more secondary nodes will sense same RB, in this case cloud will use majority rule which will help to improve detection.
• If there is only one hard decision on RB then cloud will accept the same.
Functions of cluster cloud station for secondary 1. Collection of Unoccupied Resource Blocks within entire cluster
Central secondary cluster cloud will collect the set of unoccupied RBs from all cell based cloud within defined cluster.
Distribution of Resource Blocks among Secondary
The cloud will randomly allocate unique RBs to each secondary nodes from the set of unoccupied RBs, benefits of which are as follow,
• maximum one interferer will be there on same RB for primary in the case of mis-detection which can be anywhere within a cluster.
• in the case of probability of false alarm, unused RB from one secondary can be made available for another and this will improve spectrum utilization. The cloud cancels out dominant intra-cell interference within cell with the help of CoMP and Zero forcing-dirty paper coding (ZF-DPC). Note that the size of the cloud is equal to number of secondary base station within a cell. We denote cell regions by B i , i = 0,1... within a cluster C 0 . Then
T be the transmitted symbol vector by m BSs of cell B 0 and H be the channel matrix of users. The received signal vector for secondary user can be given as,
where
T is the vector of interference from primary BS working on same RB within a cluster, in the case of misdetection.
B. Cluster based cloud topology for primary base stations Size of the cloud is equal to the number of primary base station within cluster. Then n =| C 0 ∩Φ P | denotes the number of base stations in a cluster C 0 and H be the channel matrix of users. Then the received signal vector for a cluster users can be given as,
T is the vector of interference from secondary BS working in the same RB within a cluster, in the case of misdetection.
III. STOCHASTIC GEOMETRY BASED OUTAGE ANALYSIS In this section, we derive rate outage for the primary in subsection A and for the secondary in subsection B.
A. Outage analysis of primary
After LQ decomposition of channel matrix H n×n and precoding with W = Q H , where Q H is hermitian matrix of Q, the received signal by the i th user u i is be given by [2] ,
1 ' are the diagonal elements of the matrix H. The precoder helps to cancel interference from the BSs with indices j > i in the cluster and the residual interference corresponding to BSs j < i can be eliminated by using DPC [10] .
Outage probability of primary can be defined as the probability of the SINR of a randomly chosen primary user fails to achieve target SINR. The outage probability expression for primary can be given as,
where Θ, is minimum SINR target for primary. CDF of rate C P = log 2 (1 + SIN R), for i th typical user can be obtained
where ' t p ' is the rate threshold in bits/sec/Hz. Following cases can be determined to evaluate performance of cloud cognitive radio
• Perfect detection and Complete CSI • Perfect detection and Incomplete CSI • Imperfect detection and Complete CSI • Imperfect detection and Incomplete CSI For primary we will analyze the performance in case of imperfect detection and incomplete CSI because performance in all other cases will be better than this.
Imperfect detection and Incomplete CSI
In this case probability of false alarm is not equal to zero (P F = 0) and probability of correct detection is not equal to 1, (P D = 1). The corresponding SINR of a user located at the origin will be given by
where r 1 is distance of user from tagged primary base station, I one,Si is interference on same RB from one secondary BS located within a cluster as per policy of secondary cloud and I red,P is reduced inter-cell interference by ZF-DPC. In PPP interference powers are dependent on spatial distribution, therefore we require distribution of tagged base station and 'M th ' nearest BSs from typical user located at the origin upto which we have CSI. Distance distribution of tagged base station from user located at the origin can be given by [4] f r1 (r 1 ) = exp(−λ P πr 2 1 )2πλ P r 1 .
Let r 1 , r 2 , ......, r m be a random variables representing distance between user and 'M' nearest base stations upto which CSI is available. Then, the probability density function (pdf) of distance of M th primary BS conditioned on the distance of tagged BS r 1 is given by [4] 
Equation (7) indicates that interference from BSs inside the region between two concentric circles of radius r 1 and r m centred at the origin is canceled by ZF-DPC, as M CSI are available.
Similarly as only one secondary is interfering on a given RB, let k be the distance of primary user from interfering secondary BS within a cluster, distance distribution function can be given by [4] 
Now, probability of outage for primary user can be given as,
The above derivations directly follows from the tail probability of |h ii | 2 ∼ exp(1). The probability of outage averaged over the plane of random process can be given by [5] = 1 − E r1,rm,I red,P ,k,I one,S i [exp[−(σ 2 + I red,P + I Si )Θr
. Since the interference from the secondary BS and primary BSs are independent, we can write,
The quantities £ I one,S i and £ I red,P are evaluated as Laplace transform of Random variables I one,Si and I red,P at s (s = Θr α 1 ) , respectively. First we derive the expression for interference from primary.
where, I red,P = r∈Φ P h ii r −α and whereΦ P = Φ P /(r 1 , ....., r m ), removing the distances of base stations whose interference has been canceled, we have
Therefore by using tail probability of h ii ∼ exp(1) and PGFL property of PPP as in [5] , we get
where 2 F 1 is the standard "hyper-geometric function" in [5] . Similarly, expression for interference from secondary can be derived as
Finally, substituting expressions of Laplace transform from (12) and (13) into (11), and setting σ = 0 and taking expectations with respect to distance distributions f r1 (r 1 ),f rm/r1 (r m /r 1 ) and f k (k) over the plane, we get the outage probability as
Now in the above equation there are two integrals terms, so to simplify let rm r1 = β and r 1 = t for the first integral while k r1 = ξ and r 1 = p for the second integral and using the Jacobian for change of variables, we get
Exchanging the integrals and integrating with respect to t and p and then simplifying the second integral term with λ S = dλ P , we get
Let 1 + ξ 2 d 2 = , then simplifying second integral further we get final equation for the outage probability.
From the above outage probability expression we can get CDF of rate expression simply by replacing Θ = 2 tp − 1, so
B. Outage analysis of secondary
In secondary outage analysis as we have cell based CoMP, only limited number of CSI can be collected and only two cases cases exists for outage analysis as follows,
• Perfect detection and Incomplete CSI • Imperfect detection and Incomplete CSI
Imperfect detection and Incomplete CSI
In this case probability of false alarm P F = 0 and probability of correct detection P D = 1. SINR outage of user located at the origin will is given by,
where k 1 is distance of user located at the origin from its tagged secondary BS and θ is SINR threshold for secondary, I one,P i is interference on same RB from primary BS located within a cluster and I Red,S is reduced intra-cell interference by ZF-DPC. Distance distribution of tagged base station from user located at the origin is given by [4] 
Now assume that we have CSI upto 'M' nearest base stations within a cell whose ordered distances from secondary user located at the origin are k 1 , k 2 , ....., k m , so distribution of M th base station conditioned on distance of tagged base station can be given by [4] 
Distance distribution of interfering primary base station within a cluster from secondary user located at the origin is given by [4] f r (r) = exp(−λ P πr 2 )2πλ P r.
Now we can derive CDF of rate by following steps from equation (10) to (17) and simply replacing θ = 2 ts − 1, where t s is rate threshold for secondary, to obtain
where β = km k1 and = 1 + . IV. RESULTS The rate CDF curve for the primary is plotted against higher SINR threshold from 0 to 15 dB while for secondary HetNets from 0 to 5 dB with α = 4 and d = 1. We compare our results with conventional cognitive radio in the case of imperfect detection without CoMP.
I.Primary user rate outage Figure 6 shows simulation results of (18) for primary rate outage corresponding to the given rate. We compared performance of cloud and conventional CR systems in terms of rate at cell edge user i.e., 0.05% point on rate CDF curve. Observe that the achievable rate for cell edge user in cloud CR is 2.2 bps/Hz with CSI of 10 channels while in conventional CR is 1.1 bps/Hz which is 100 % increment. Figure 7 shows simulation result of (23) for secondary rate outage corresponding to the given rate, conclusion is as follow. Observe that the achievable rate for cell edge user in cloud CR is 0.4 bps/Hz with CSI of 10 channels (Total HetNets within cell) while in conventional CR is 0.1 bps/Hz which is 300 % increment.
Remark : Figures (6) and (7) are generated in Mathematica on standard Lenovo desktop.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In cloud based CR, we get the benefit of cloud in resource management as well as in interference cancellation. We are getting approximately 100% and 300% increment in rate for in primary and secondary cell edge users in cloud, respectively, with same outage over conventional cognitive radio. In this paper it is assumed that secondary is sending hard decisions. We intend to extend this to soft decisions in a future paper.
